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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between colour, shape and size of Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs) and use.

Methodology: This study used mixed methods research design. The research was conducted in Kafue district at Nangongwe and Kafue Mission Health Centre catchment areas. A simple random sampling approach was used to select 30 households (HHs) from a total of 300 HHs that had ITNs. Due to heavy rains, one HH was not reached hence sample size reduced to 29 HHs. Questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data while Focus Group Discussions generated qualitative data. Multiple linear regression in excel was used to test the hypothesis.

Findings: The current study indicates that maximum number of ITNs is between five and six per household. Majority of households have used ITNs for over ten years. Preference for white ITNs was high at 52%, rectangular nets 86.2% and double bed ITNs 100%. Hypothesis test using multiple linear regression indicate that 3.3% variation in use of ITNs is explained by colour, shape and size with a P-value of 0.85. Since this statistic is greater than alpha 0.05 at 95% confidence level there is strong evidence not to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that ITN attributes do not significantly influence use of ITNs.

Unique contribution to theory, practice and policy: This study demonstrated that limits to growth system theory can be used to understand weaknesses of health promotion strategies. In practice housing standards must be integrated in health education activities for malaria prevention as they have been identified to be a limiting factor affecting use of ITNs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Insecticide Treated Mosquito Nets (ITNs) are the most recommended means for personal protection against mosquito vectors that transmit malaria. ITNs are made of cotton and polyester, Polyethylene, or Polyamide. For individuals to be protected they must sleep under an ITN every night. One way to increase ITN usage by individuals is to increase knowledge on importance of ITN use. In the recent past, extensive research regarding knowledge, attitudes and practices of ITNs have been conducted to find solutions to low ITN use. In Zambia knowledge levels on ITNs are above 60%.

1.1 Background

Zambia adopted Insecticide Treated Mosquito Nets (ITNs) as an effective intervention for malaria prevention in 2001 (Freddie Masaninga, 2018). The effectiveness of ITNs is dependent on the coverage by households (Roll Back Malaria, 2005). This report explains that when coverage is high, even those members of the community that do not sleep under them also get protected from malaria. One study conducted in Zambia proved that ITN does reduce prevalence of malaria (Jessie Pinchoff, 2015). Based on some of these empirical evidences, ITNs have been prioritized as a key intervention for protection from mosquito vectors that transmit malaria parasites to humans. To date over 9.5 million ITNs have been distributed to households in the Zamia (ZDHS, 2018). Further, this ZDHS report shows that over 72% of households possess at least one ITN with an average of 1.6 ITNs per household. Despite high ITN ownership, utilization rate is below 50%. Extensive research on this topic has over the years focused on investigating knowledge gap on importance of sleeping under ITNs. In addition, even the Zambia national malaria communication strategy (2017-2021) does not have an objective around product features or attributes and how they may influence use or non-use of ITNs. An understanding on attributes is significant in the sense that every product will have both negative and positive consequences which ultimately influences decisions to use or not use the product. This study therefore has been designed to investigate whether ITN product attributes in relation to shape, size and colour have influence on ITN use.

1.2 Statement of the problem

Utilization of Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs) has been significantly very low for over a decade in Zambia. The Zambia Demographic and Health Survey reports of (ZDHS: 2007-2018) indicates that use of ITNs has been ranging between 28 to 48 percent. This will affect the malaria elimination program by 2030 as ITNs are among the key personal protection interventions. Secondly low utilization rates affect community herd protection because when few people sleep under ITNs there is less effect on reducing mosquito population in the community (Malaria Consortium, 2016). To address this problem, ITN awareness campaigns have been conducted country wide over the years resulting in an increase of knowledge levels of above 60% among Zambians (NMIS, 2015). Despite continued sensitization and awareness efforts, ITN use has not gone above 50%. In other countries this has been attributed to none considerations for shape, size, designs and colour of ITNs Sande el tal; (2012).
13. The Aim of the study
The aim of the research was to understand from the study participants’ account on whether ITN design attributes in terms of colour, size, shape does influence their decisions to use ITNs. The outcome of this study provides useful reference information on the importance of understanding systems thinking in designing and implementation of the national ITN communication strategies and development of communication materials.

1.4 Objectives of the research
The main objective of the study was to determine the levels of association between ITN attributes and use in order to contribute to the strategies used to promote ITNs. Below are specific objectives.
   i. To determine the average number of ITNs owned per household.
   ii. To examine the level of association between ITN attributes and use.
   iii. To determine community level solutions to increase use of ITNs.

1.5 Research questions
The main research question was to investigate the association between ITN attributes and use. Below are specific questions.
   i. What is the average number of ITNs per Household?
   ii. What is the association between ITN attributes and use?
   iii. What are the local solutions that can lead to improved use of ITNs?

1.6 Hypotheses
   Ho: ITN attributes do not significantly influence use
   Ha: ITN attributes do significantly influence use

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Theoretical review
The current study was anchored on the Means-End Chain (MEC) theory. However, in order to have a broader view of the constructs in the problem, other theories such as the Reasoned Action Model of Consumer Preference (RAMCP), Diffusion of Innovations and limits to growth theories were reviewed.

2.1.1 Means-End Chain (MEC) Theory
The Means-End Chain theory was first introduced by Gutman and focused on qualitative in-depth understanding of consumer motives (Jusan, 2011). This theory postulates that the perceived consequences of product attributes influences product user decision. Conceptually, MEC views product users as goal-oriented and that they make decisions that most likely lead to desired outcomes (Costaa, 2004). Thus, in making these decisions, consumers make such judgements based on the consequential outcomes and perceived values of such consequences rather than attributes (Saadatfard, 2014). Figuratively the MEC theory is as shown in Figure 1 below shows a pictorial view of the variables in a MEC model starting with product attributes, consequences and values.
Attributes in Figure 1 above refer to concrete or abstract features of a product (Jusan, 2011). According to Jusan, the term ‘concrete’ refers to things that can be observed with our senses such as colour while ‘abstracts’ are expressions’ such as feelings of hotness. These attributes directly cause some consequences negatively or positively. These are outcomes following use of a product such as itching while values are also abstract relating to enduring benefits or end state arising from use of a product. In relation to ITNs, the MEC model was used to explain consequences of ITN attributes and how users derive values of ITNs.

2.1.2 Reasoned Action Model of Consumer Preference (RAMCP) Theory

The theory of Reasoned Action original model was developed by Fishbein and Ajzen in 1975 (Sulehri, 2017). This theory assumes that the consumers’ preference for a product is triggered when they are convinced that the product will perform the desired function as long as other members of society have approved it (Reid, Frischknecht and Papalambros, 2012). According to this theory, behavior is dependent on the intention, which is also dependent on the attitude and subjective norm (Simbolon, 2015). Figure 2 below shows how attitude toward act, subjective norm influences behavioral intention and ultimately behavior.

Subjective norm refers to actions influenced by reference group/s in society that directly or indirectly influence behavior of an individual or more people. Act on the other hand is the attitude of product users while behavioral intention refers to consumers’ or product users involved in the behavior (Simbolon, 2015). In relation to ITNs, the RAMCP was used to explain actions and subjective norms and how they influence behavior to use ITNs

2.1.3 Diffusion of Innovation Theory

The diffusion of innovations starts when one acquires knowledge (Rogers, 1971). According to Rodgers, this happens when the individual or other decision-making unit is exposed to the existence of an innovation and gains some understanding of how it functions. The major contribution of the diffusion of innovation theory in health communication is its emphasis on early
audience segmentation (Schiavo, 2007). According to Schiavo, this theory supports health communication approaches that focuses messages on intended audiences and consideration of external conditions that are needed to achieve behavioral or social change.

Figure 3 below shows a diagrammatic view of the five phases of the diffusion of innovation model. It starts with knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and confirmation. Knowledge constitutes the characteristics of the decision making unit comprising socioeconomic characteristics, personality variables and communication behavior. Persuasion phase involves understanding perceived characteristics of the innovation such as relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trial-ability and observability. These are expected to inform behavior whether to adopt the innovation or reject it resulting in confirmation phase. In relation to ITNs, this theory explains perception of ITN users and how they make such decisions.

Figure 3: Diffusion model
Source: John E. Bowes, 1997

2.1.4 Limits to growth theory
The limits to growth theory postulates that results of an intervention always interacts with limiting factors that lead to a slowing action overtime (Bellinger, 2014). This theory claims that the limiting factor only comes into play when the results have reached a certain level. A real life example of this theory is related to the behavior of water in a bathtub that it will only run over till the water level gets to the overflow protection. At this point the speed of water flowing in (result) reduces. Figure 4 below shows limits to growth system archetype and how the results interacts with limiting factors.
Action in Figure 4 above is the intervention implemented which is reinforced with positive result (R1). By reinforcing means that as results grow the actor gets more motivated to repeat the interventions. However, limiting factors starts to interact with the results (B2) leading to some slowing action. The system behavior over time is depicted in figure 5 below. This demonstrates how the results gained over-time gets affected by limiting factors.

In Figure 5 above, the green line shows the results of action, blue line shows the action applied, red line shows the slowing action and the horizontal dark blue line indicates some limiting factors. This chart has helped to explain how efforts of MOH in ITN promotion interact with unknown factors affecting ITN usage.

2.2 Literature review

2.2.1 Knowledge on Insecticide Treated Nets

This study identifies several gaps in previous research in promotion of ITNs as highlighted by various researchers. First, much work has focused on knowledge and awareness about ITNs with
no emphasis on ITN attributes [Ikeako et al; (2017); Ijemba and Adogu; 2013; San et al; (2013) and Ukibe et al; (2014)]. Thus, knowledge on ITN as a product is quite limited. This present study investigated a sample of Neighborhood Health Committee members in Kafue district of Zambia with a focus on understanding availability of ITNs, preferences for ITN attributes: colour, shape and size.

2.2.2 Attribute 1: Insecticide Treated Net colour

The second gap from prior research is that there isn’t much evidence on the relationship between the preference for colour and ITN use. Some studies have suggested that colour of nets might contribute to low ITN use (Ijemba and Adogu; 2013). Others have also revealed that white nets get dirty faster (Shafique and Smith; 2014; Njoroge et al; (2009). This is among the first studies carried out to understand whether colour may influence use of an ITN.

2.2.3 Attribute 2: Insecticide Treated Net Shape

The third gap is that prior studies emphasized preference for rectangular or conical ITNs Njoroge et al; (2009). The latter being liked because it has few points required to hang. On the other hand, the procedures for hanging rectangular nets are very cumbersome Sande et al; (2012). These studies for example did not bring out whether there are other confounding factors behind challenges of hanging nets. For instance, does housing design, materials used have any effect? This is among the first studies carried out to understand whether shape may influence use of an ITN.

2.2.4 Attribute 2: Insecticide Treated Net Size

The fourth gap is that little is explored by the previous researchers on ITN shape. The most well-known factor is that majority prefer double or family size nets (Shafique and Smith, 2014). The value for this preference depends on whether the goal is to allow more people to sleep in the net or it’s the need for space (Results for Development Institute, (2012). To understand whether ITN size matter in influencing use, there is need for research. This is among the first studies carried out to understand whether size may influence use of an ITN.

2.2.5 ITN Attributes and consequences

Consequences refers to outcomes following use of a product (Jusan, 2011). In terms of ITNs, some people have observed positive or negative consequences. Some of the positives include square fit of rectangular nets to sleeping beds/mats and less contact between user and mosquito net (Sande, 2012). However, safety related side effects associated with ITN use includes: hot/burning sensation, itching, dizziness, rashes, headache and smothering (Shafique, 2014). Similarly, itching or skin irritation was identified as one of the reasons respondents stopped using ITNs in Nigeria (Ukibe, 2014, Opondo, 2014). Another descriptive cross-sectional study by Ijemba (2013) in Nigeria revealed that about 88.3% of the respondents expressed feeling of suffocation and heat respectively as reasons for not using ITNs. The current research interrogated participants on their perceived experiential consequences using ITNs.
2.2.6 Conceptual Framework

Figure 6 below shows the conceptual framework which was developed based on the theoretical frameworks and literature review. It is showing a prediction whether the preference for independent variables depicted by ITN attributes will influence behaviors to use ITNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITN attributes</td>
<td>ITN use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITN Attribute one:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Preference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITN Attribute two:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Preference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITN Attribute three:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size Preference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6: Conceptual framework*

*Source: https://www.tauntonleisure.com/lifesystems-boxnet-mosquito-net-single.html*

In Figure 6 above, independent variables are factors that when manipulated can have a direct effect on the decisions to use ITNs. For instance, if an individual is given an ITN of any colour, shape and size how will they respond to that? In the current study, a null hypothesis was that these independent factors do not significantly affect use of ITNs.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study Design

This study used mixed methods research design. It was anchored on both realist and nominalist ontology. The realism aspect influenced collection of data that can be observed and quantified using a questionnaire. This constituted the quantitative approach. The nominalist part was satisfied by collecting participants’ views based on their social account using ITNs. This data was collected through focus Group Discussions (FGDs) and satisfied the qualitative aspect of the study.

3.2 Study population

The study population comprised all household heads from Neighborhood Health Committees NHCs of Nangongwe and Kafue Mission Health Centre catchment areas that had ITNs. The two facilities had a total of 300 households and were purposively selected by the District Health Office.
(DHO) based on the number of ITNs distributed and mosquito density. From the two facilities, two Neighborhood Health Committee (NHCs) were randomly selected.

### 3.3 Sampling

A random sampling approach was used to select 30 households (HHs) from a total of 300 HHs that had ITNs. Due to heavy rains, one HH was not reached hence sample size reduced to 29 HHs. Since houses are not built in ordered lines, the first house was randomly selected. After that the researcher adopted the meandering, snake movement style to pick houses randomly bearing in mind they should not be too close to each.

### 3.4 Data collection methods

Questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data while a checklist was used to guide FGDs with NHCs. Questionnaires were used to collect respondent biographical data, ITN information. FGDs were used to understand why some HHs may not use ITNs and what local solutions can be used to increase ITN use.

### 3.5 Quantitative Data analysis

Quantitative data were analyzed using multiple linear regression using Microsoft excel to test the hypothesis that ITN design attributes do not influence use of ITNs. This was done using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and if the calculated p-value was less than alpha 0.05 at 95% confidence level, the null hypothesis was rejected and conclude that there is an association between preference for attributes and use.

### 3.6 Definition and Measurement of variables

- ITN use was measured using multiple regression to determine its association between ITN use and preference for colour, shape and size.
- ITN colour was measured as a percentage that preferred white, green, blue and any other ITN colour.
- ITN shape was measured as a percentage of households that preferred rectangular or conical ITN.
- ITN size was measured as a percentage of households that preferred single, three quarter or a double bed sized ITN.

### 3.7 Qualitative Data analysis

Qualitative data were analyzed using the Framework Approach to derive themes related to the research objectives. This was done in four key stages: familiarization, constructing a thematic framework, indexing and mapping and interpretation.

### 3.8 Instrument validity and reliability

A methods triangulation was utilized to ensure data of the same topic was captured using different methods. In this study questionnaires and focus group discussions were used to capture data and during analysis findings were cross checked in order to assure validity of the research.
3.9 Ethical Considerations
The researcher sought ethical clearance from the University of Zambia Directorate of Research and Graduate Studies (DRGS). During the data collection process, oral informed consent was obtained from the participant before the interview; the researcher disclosed all information that respondents were expected to know by reading the introductory letter in their hearing so that each participant understood. Based on this they were free to refuse or agree to participate in the study.

3.10 Inclusion/exclusion criteria
The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied in the selection of the respondents: - Respondents who did not have an ITN were not be allowed to participate in the In-Depth Interviews (IDIs). Respondents who live very close to each other were not eligible to respond to questionnaires or and these also did not qualify to attend FGDs.

4.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS
4.1 Respondent biographical data
The minimum age for respondents was 16 for Kafue Mission and 40 years for Nangongwe. The maximum age was 67 and 83 years respectively for both areas. There were no outliers for Kafue Mission community less than 6 years and above 90 years while Nangongwe community had one respondent aged 83 years which was an outlier above the upper data bound of 71.75 years. Furthermore, majority of the respondents were female representing 69% while 31% were males. Out of these, majority of the respondents were married representing 66% followed by widows at 28% respectively.

4.2 Ownership and utilization of Insecticide Treated Nets
Majority of households in Kafue Mission community had two ITNs while those in Nangongwe had three to four ITNs. Out of these households, majority of HHs had used ITNs for over ten. The mean number of years was eight years. Of these, 25 out of 29 respondents representing 86.2% reported sleeping under the net always while only 13.7% reported sleeping in the ITN sometimes. This was measured using ordinal scale by asking respondents to choose how often they sleep under an ITN from the options: always, sometimes and never.

4.3 Colour preference for Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs).
The findings in this study indicates that 15 out of 29 respondents representing 52% prefer white colour while 31% and 17.2% like blue and green ITNs respectively. Those who prefer white ITNs said it’s because it brightens the bedroom, easy to see if its dirty and mosquitoes and other insects sitting on the net. Almost half of respondents prefer green or blue nets because they do not get dirty easily.

4.4 Shape and size preference for Insecticide Treated Nets (ITN)
This study has showed that 25 out of 29 HHs representing 86.2% prefer rectangular nets while 13.7% said they like conical nets. Rectangular nets are liked because they fit bed size (59%), do not allow contact with the skin, spacious, easy to hang. Respondents also observed some negative experiences that include: difficult to hang (13.7%) and does ITNs not fit the bed size (3.4%).
addition, 38% of HHs like double bed net because they fit bed size very well, accommodate more people especially children because they are spacious. Other respondents however, observed that double size ITNs distributed by the Ministry of Health seem to be small as they have difficulties to hang them and does not fit the bed properly.

4.5 Focus Group Discussions (FGDs)

In order to triangulate the quantitative data, FGDs were held. Participants were asked to rate consistent use of ITNs by members of their community in a year on a scale 1 to 10 where one is the lowest level of ITN use and 10 being the highest level of ITN use.

**Figure 7: Reasons ITN not used consistently**

Figure seven above indicates that of the households that do not use ITNs always, they experience difficulties to breath followed by feeling hotness and difficult to hang the net. Further, participants attributed these experiences to poorly constructed dwelling houses in most cases without windows that allow air flow into the house and weak materials that make hanging of the net difficult. Participants further suggested that in order to improve ITN use, dwelling houses must be constructed openable windows, adequate room space as well as continued health education on malaria prevention.

4.6 Hypothesis testing

Ho: ITN attributes do not significantly influence use

Ha: ITN attributes do significantly influence use

This Hypothesis was tested based on the data shown in table 4 below.

Table 8 below shows the regression analysis table. It shows the summary regression statistics, analysis of variance and coefficients
The coefficient of determination (R square) in table 2 above shows that 3.3% of the variation in use of ITNs is explained by ITN attributes: colour, shape and size. Furthermore, the analysis of variance on the same table also shows that the overall P-value represented as significant F is 0.85. Since this value is greater than alpha 0.05 at 95% confidence level, we have strong evidence not to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that ITN attributes do not significantly influence use of ITNs. Furthermore, the overall y intercept is 1.18 while individual attribute intercepts are zero meaning that for every individual that does not have any preference for ITN attributes, they will use an ITN.

5.0 DISCUSSION

5.1 Ownership of Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs)

The results of the present research indicate that the majority of households have at least two nets. This result supports the ZDHS (2018) which confirmed that most households in Zambia have on average 1.6 nets. In the current study some households had over five nets. This means that at least three sleeping spaces can be covered as per ITN distribution criteria which targets to cover at least three sleeping spaces per household. The number of ITNs owned however, does not always translate into usage. The present study did not investigate further whether the number of nets or if each household had nets on each bed space would influence use of ITNs.

5.2 Utilization of Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs)

In the current study, over 80% of respondents stated that they always sleep under an ITN. This however contradicted the outcome of focus group discussions conducted in the same community.
on why some people do not sleep under ITNs. Their argument was that most people do not always sleep under ITNs because they feel hot or do not breathe properly inside a net. This outcome correlates with (Ijemba, 2013) who observed that some people experience suffocation when they sleep in the net. The implications of such expressions are that ownership of nets could be high but utilization rate is low because of such limiting factors. However, since this view was raised during focus group discussions, it has some level of subjectivity hence further study is recommended.

5.3 Research results

The result of the present study indicates that 3.3% of the variation in use of ITNs is explained by ITN attributes: colour, shape and size. The current study has shown that over 50% of respondent prefer white nets though 80% of respondents said white nets get dirty fast. This result correlates with (Shafique, 2014; Njoroge el tal; 2009) who observed that white nets get easily get dirty. However, in the current study, some respondents prefer white nets because it’s easy to see dirty, mosquitos and other insects sitting on the net. Despite these negative sentiments, colour was not identified as one of the reasons for not sleeping under an ITN.

In terms of shape and size of ITNs, the study showed that, rectangular nets were more preferred (80%) because they easily fit on at least a double bed and can accommodate more people. This is contrary to the findings by Njoroge el tal; (2009) who observed that rectangular nets are not favored because they are difficult to hang than conical nets. In the current study, respondent had only rectangular nets. An interrogation was made to get their experiences using rectangular nets. Majority over 80% stated that these nets fits to bed squarely, are spacious, easy to hang and no skin contact as compared to conical nets. This result is well supported by the Mean End Chain (MEC) theory which posits that product attributes influences consequences and these in turn influence values and decision to use a product. Organizations promoting ITNs must consider incorporating positive experiences expressed in this paper as they design key messages for ITNs.

The implication of this result showed that there are other factors that influence ITN use. Based on this, a modified conceptual framework has been developed based on the other factors that were identified during focus group discussions.

5.4 Modified conceptual framework

![Figure 9: Modified conceptual framework](https://www.tauntonleisure.com/lifesystems-boxnet-mosquito-net-single.html)
5.5 Implications of results

Data from ZDHS suggests that the Ministry of Health focus is to increase ITN use by creating awareness and mass distribution of ITNs. The fact that utilization rate is still below 50% after 20 years since ITNs were launched, the benefits could now be interacting with some limiting factors identified in this study. This outcome is clearly explained by the limits to growth theory which postulates that results of an intervention always interacts with limiting factors that lead to a slowing action overtime (Bellinger, 2014). This theory further claims that the limiting factors only comes into play when the results have reached a certain amount.

Figure 10: Implications

Figure 10 above indicate that ITN distribution has been increasing since 2007. At the same time knowledge on ITNs has been going up during the same time period. The MOH set a target of 80% ITN user rate by 2015 but only managed 48% as at 2018. ITN user rates have been significantly very minimal between the period 2007, 2014 and 2018. This looks like ITN use has reached a plateau. This situation, as modelled through the limits to growth theory provides warning signals that if limiting factors relating to improved ventilation, room sized are not addressed, there is likelihood that ITN use may start to drop.

5.6 Limitations of the study

This study was more skewed to qualitative design. It focused on understanding subjective reality of the respondents hence a small sample size of households. Therefore, the results cannot be generalized but it has created an opportunity for future research to explore the factors identified leading to low ITN utilization.
5.7 Future research direction

Based on the limitations of the current study, the following future research are recommended:

- There is need to establish whether there is a relationship between housing standards, insecticides on netting material, social factors and use of ITNs.
- Association between integration of messages on attributes and behaviour to use ITNs.
- The present study did not investigate further whether the number of nets or if each household had nets on each bed space would influence use of ITNs.
- The present study did not investigate further whether the number of years’ households have used nets would influence use.

5.8 Conclusion

This present study concludes that ITN colour, shape and size do not influence use. Instead ventilation and size of dwelling houses have been identified to be closely linked to failure to use ITNs. However, the Ministry of Health and institutions developing ITN communication strategies cannot easily observe that housing ventilation is a limiting factor as this requires systems thinking approach lens in order to visualize how different factors surrounding a problem are interconnected as demonstrated using a limit to growth system archetype. Based on this, it was observed that easy solutions such as creating awareness on ITN use are prioritized for implementation which creates a tendency of repeating even when it has no impact to reduce the problem. Therefore, if the Ministry of Health does not reflect on the implications highlighted in this study, ITNs user rates are likely to start dropping. Local solutions as suggested by participants in this study to intensify education to community members so that they build dwelling houses with adequate window spaces that allow airflow and reduce hotness and difficult breathing experienced when they sleep under ITNs require institutional support. The current study recommendations are as under:

5.9 Recommendations

This study discovered a weak link between design of dwelling houses and use of ITNs and therefore recommends as follows:

- The MOH must re-design the ITN communication strategy to begin focusing on incorporating housing standards into malaria prevention programs by integrating key stakeholders such as local government.
- Health promoting agencies must design messages that will amplify the positive experiences of ITN colour, shape and size attributes and address negative feelings about ITNs.
- The MOH should consider engaging other stakeholders to ensure dwelling houses meets ventilation standards as these have negative impact on end malaria efforts and general health.
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